The following must be stated:

1. Supplier and their address
2. Clear article description
3. Clear system description, if different to 2.
4. Production number / batch number / date of manufacture or shipment date / shelf life expiration date
5. Net weight (kg)
6. Clear colour description (if RAL, include RAL series)
7. Attached separately, if necessary: Safety instructions and label in accordance with the German Ordinance on Hazardous Substances (Gefahrstoffverordnung)
8. GSB number
9. The GSB-approved stoving time-temperature combinations

The following may be stated voluntarily:

10. Storage conditions, e.g. 25°C
11. Reflectometer value for the approval conditions of the colour

It should be noted that the package inscription and label must correspond. Packages with material systems that are not approved must not bear the GSB quality seal.
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